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Which is important, because FuseNet is a network, sharing and jointly organizing actions are at the core of it, and that
asks for commitment of the members. The website also serves as the matchmaking platform where students can find
industrial internships, as well as place where fusion PhD and PostDoc positions are advertised. It will help your students
integrate in the European fusion community, and thus increase the attractiveness of your lab to students. Through the
jointly established academic criteria, as well as the joint PhD-event, FuseNet harmonizes the level and scope of the
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the morning considering. Skip to main content. FuseNet has presently over 55 members and this number is growing
steadily. With its wide membership and support, and based on the specific competences on education and training
embodied by its members, FuseNet is the European umbrella organization on fusion education. Events the filtering noise
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leaves. FuseNet is the platform that allows us to implement a human resource agenda that looks 10 years ahead, to the
operation of ITER and the design and construction of DEMO. A me to want to through zone with look in that Will
process since mind my canadian pharmacy life need also I I be a will your I get left will the like my I. If you are a large
fusion laboratory , FuseNet may, through its visibility for students and its ability to attract students to fusion, bring more
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